Second Presbyterian Caps and Lids Collection Drive 2021
In precovid 2019-2020 the Second Presbyterian Sunday School under the guidance of the
Earthcare Ministry collected and sorted 200 lbs. of caps and lids. Lowell Bush volunteered his
pickup and trucked the caps and lids to Green Tree Plastics in Evansville Indiana and returned
with two 4 ft benches made from caps and lids. The children chose to place the two benches at
Cardinal Valley Elementary School and the preschool playground at Second Presbyterian. The
benches continue to look very stable and are used almost daily.

In the late summer of 2020, the Earthcare Ministry was approached to do another caps and lids
collection. The church liked and supported the idea of collecting plastic, recycling it into
something useful and avoiding sending more plastic into our water, streams and environment
where it would almost literally stay forever.
Canaan House, a residence for mentally challenged adults in Lexington supported by Second
Presbyterian Church was suggested as a partner in the drive. The drive was announced in early
February, 2021 and by mid-April 330 pounds of caps and lids were collected. The Meals on
Wheels program at Second Presbyterian recycles plastic and contributed in bulk. The 4’ bech
weighs f 125 pounds and requires 100 pounds of washed bottle caps and lids free from
metal. The residents of the Canaan House pitched in and did the sorting, cleaning and bagging
of the caps for transport.

The on-site staff, Terrie McKnight, did a fantastic job of coordinating the collection at Canaan
House and bringing it to completion.

The receiving staff at Green Tree
Plastics said the caps were in
excellent condition.
The collected caps and lids were
turned into three 4 ft benches
purchased at a significant saving by
the Earth Ministry Fund.

Lowell Bush again was our go-to driver and
trucker. He checked the load in Evansville and the guys at Canaan House unloaded them.
The benches are now outside the
three homes that make up Canaan
House and are being used daily. A big
thank you to all who collected caps
and lids and who made this joint
venture possible.

Dixie Moore, Earth Ministry, May
2021

